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Memorandum COSOR 97-24, 1997, Eindhoven University of Technology

Non�approximability results for scheduling

problems with minsum criteria

Han Hoogeveen � Petra Schuurman y Gerhard J� Woeginger z

Abstract

We provide several non�approximability results for deterministic scheduling problems

whose objective is to minimize the total job completion time� Unless P � NP � none of the

problems under consideration can be approximated in polynomial time within arbitrarily

good precision� Most of our results are derived by Max SNP hardness proofs�

Among the investigated problems are� scheduling unrelated machines with job release

dates� scheduling �ow shops� scheduling open shops� scheduling parallel machines with

precedence constraints and unit processing times� and two variants of the latter problem

with unit communication delays�

Keywords� Scheduling� approximation algorithm� approximation scheme� worst�case

analysis� non�approximability� L�reduction� unrelated parallel machines� open shop� �ow

shop� precedence constraints� communication delays�

� Introduction

Since the early ����s� the algorithms and optimization community has put lots of e�orts
into identifying the computational complexity of various combinatorial optimization problems�
Nowadays it is common knowledge that� when dealing with an NP	hard optimization problem�
one should not expect to 
nd a polynomial	time solution algorithm� This insight motivates the
search for approximation algorithms that output provably good solutions in polynomial time�
It also immediately raises the question of how well we can approximate a speci
c optimization
problem in polynomial time�

We say that a polynomial	time approximation algorithm for some optimization problem
has a performance guarantee or worst�case ratio �� if it outputs a feasible solution with cost
at most � times the optimum value for all instances of the problem� such an algorithm is also
called a polynomial�time ��approximation algorithm� Now� given an NP	hard optimization
problem� for which values of � does there exist and for which values of � does there not exist
a polynomial	time �	approximation algorithm� In this paper we focus on negative� results for
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scheduling problems in this area� i�e�� we demonstrate for several scheduling problems that they
do not have polynomial	time �	approximation algorithms with � arbitrarily close to �� unless
P � NP�

Until now� the literature only contains a small number of non	approximability results for
scheduling problems� Most of the known non	approximability results have been derived for
the objective of minimizing the makespan� As far as we know� the only non	approximability
results for scheduling problems with minsum objective are presented in the papers of Kellerer�
Tautenhahn � Woeginger ������ and Leonardi � Raz ������� In the 
rst paper� the authors
prove that the problem of minimizing the total �ow time on a single machine subject to release
dates cannot be approximated in polynomial time within any constant factor� In the second
one� the authors derive a similar result for the total �ow time problem subject to release dates
on parallel machines� Below� we give a short list with the most important results for makespan
minimization� all under the assumption that P � NP � for more detailed information on the
scheduling problems mentioned� see the 
rst paragraphs of Sections � through �� or see the
survey article by Lawler� Lenstra� Rinnooy Kan � Shmoys ������� We refer the reader interested
in more results on approximability and non	approximability in scheduling to Lenstra � Shmoys
������� Throughout this paper� we use the notation introduced by Graham� Lawler� Lenstra �
Rinnooy Kan ������ to denote the scheduling problems�

� Lenstra � Rinnooy Kan ������ prove that P j prec� pj � � jCmax �makespan minimization
on parallel machines with precedence constraints and unit processing times� does not have
a polynomial	time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee strictly better
than ����

� Lenstra� Shmoys � Tardos ������ show that R j jCmax �makespan minimization on unre	
lated machines� does not have a polynomial	time approximation algorithm with perfor	
mance guarantee strictly better than ����

� Hoogeveen� Lenstra � Veltman ������ prove that P j prec� c � �� pj � � jCmax and
P�j prec� c � �� pj � � jCmax �two variants of makespan minimization on parallel ma	
chines with unit processing times and unit communication delays� cannot be approxi	
mated with worst	case ratios better than ��� and ���� respectively�

� Williamson et al� ������ prove that O j jCmax and F j jCmax �makespan minimization in
open shops and �ow shops� respectively� cannot be approximated in polynomial time
with performance guarantees better than ����

All the listed non	approximability results have been derived via the so	called gap technique� i�e��
via NP	hardness reductions that create gaps in the cost function of the constructed instances�
More precisely� such a reduction transforms the YES	instances of some NP	hard problem
into scheduling instances with objective value at most c�� and it transforms the NO	instances
into scheduling instances with objective value at least g � c�� where g � � is some 
xed real
number� Then a polynomial	time approximation algorithm for the scheduling problem with
performance guarantee strictly better than g �i�e�� with guarantee g � � where � � �� would
be able to separate the YES	instances from the NO	instances� thus yielding a polynomial	time
solution algorithm for an NP	hard problem� Consequently� unless P � NP� the scheduling
problem cannot have a polynomial	time �	approximation algorithm with � � g�
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In this paper� we present non	approximability results for the corresponding minsum versions
of the makespan minimization problems listed above� We prove that none of the scheduling
problems

� R j rj j
P
Cj �

� F j j
P
Cj and O j j

P
Cj �

� P j prec� pj � � j
P
Cj �

� P j prec� c � �� pj � � j
P
Cj and P�j prec� c � �� pj � � j

P
Cj

can be approximated in polynomial time within arbitrarily good precision� unless P � NP�
Our main contribution is the non	approximability result for the problem R j rj j

P
Cj � which

answers an open problem posed by Skutella ������� Interestingly� we do not prove this non	
approximability result by applying the standard gap technique that we sketched above� but
by establishing Max SNP	hardness of this problem �see Section � for some information on
Max SNP	hardness�� In the Max SNP	hardness proof for R j rj j

P
Cj we are recycling

some of the ideas that Lenstra� Shmoys � Tardos ������ used in their gap reduction for
R j jCmax� Also the non	approximability results for F j j

P
Cj and O j j

P
Cj are established

viaMax SNP	hardness proofs� part of these arguments are based on combinatorial considera	
tions that 
rst have been used by Williamson et al� ������� The non	approximability results for
P j prec� pj � � j

P
Cj � for P j prec� c � �� pj � � j

P
Cj � and for P�j prec� c � �� pj � � j

P
Cj

follow from the well	known gap reductions for the corresponding makespan minimization prob	
lems P j prec� pj � � jCmax� P j prec� c � �� pj � � jCmax� and P�j prec� c � �� pj � � jCmax in
a straightforward way�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we summarize some useful information
on approximation schemes� non	approximability� Max SNP	hardness� and L	reductions� as
we need it in the remainder of the paper� The non	approximability results are presented in
Sections � through �� Section � deals with scheduling unrelated machines� Section � considers
�ow shops and open shops� and Section � presents the results on parallel machine scheduling
with precedence constraints and with communication delays� The paper is concluded with a
short discussion in Section ��

� Preliminaries on nonapproximability

This section gives some information on approximation algorithms� and it summarizes some
basic facts on Max SNP	hardness� For a more extensive explanation we refer the reader to
Papadimitriou � Yannakakis ������� For a compendium of publications on non	approximability
results we refer to Crescenzi � Kann �������

A polynomial�time approximation scheme for an optimization problem� PTAS for short�
is a family of polynomial	time �� � ��	approximation algorithms for all � � �� Essentially� a
polynomial	time approximation scheme is the strongest possible approximability result for an
NP	hard problem� For NP	hard problems an important question is whether such a scheme
exists� The main tool for dealing with this question is the L�reduction as introduced by Pa	
padimitriou � Yannakakis �������
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De�nition ��� �Papadimitriou � Yannakakis �������
Let A and B be two optimization problems� An L�reduction from A to B is a pair of functions
R and S� both computable in polynomial time� with the following two additional properties�

� For any instance I of A with optimum cost Opt�I�� R�I� is an instance of B with
optimum cost Opt�R�I��� such that

Opt�R�I�� � � �Opt�I�� ���

for some positive constant ��

� For any feasible solution s of R�I�� S�s� is a feasible solution of I such that

jOpt�I�� c�S�s��j � � � jOpt�R�I��� c�s�j� ���

for some positive constant �� where c�S�s�� and c�s� represent the costs of S�s� and s�
respectively�

Papadimitriou � Yannakakis ������ prove that L	reductions in fact are approximation preserv�
ing reductions� If there is an L	reduction from the optimization problem A to problem B with
parameters � and �� and if there exists a polynomial	time approximation algorithm for B with
performance guarantee �� �� then there exists a polynomial	time approximation algorithm for
A with performance guarantee ������ Consequently� if there exists a PTAS for B� then there
also exists a PTAS for A�

Papadimitriou � Yannakakis ������ also de
ne a class of optimization problems called
Max SNP� and they prove that every problem in this class is approximable in polynomial
time within some constant factor� The class Max SNP is closed under L	reductions� and
the hardest problems in this class �with respect to L	reductions� are the Max SNP�complete
ones� A problem that is at least as hard �with respect to L	reductions� as a Max SNP	
complete problem is called Max SNP�hard � Many prominent optimization problems have
been shown to be Max SNP	hard� e�g� the maximum satis
ability problem� the problem of

nding a maximum cut in a graph� and the problem of 
nding a vertex cover of maximum
size in a graph� For none of these Max SNP	hard problems� a PTAS has been constructed�
Moreover� if there does exist a PTAS for one Max SNP	hard problem� then all Max SNP	
hard problems have a PTAS� and

Proposition ��� �Arora� Lund� Motwani� Sudan � Szegedy �������
If there exists a PTAS for some Max SNP�hard problem� then P � NP�

Proposition ��� provides a strong tool for proving the non	approximability of an optimization
problem X � Just provide an L	reduction from a Max SNP	hard problem to X � Then unless
P � NP� problem X cannot have a PTAS� We also mention that for every Max SNP	hard
problem� one can explicitly give an �� � � such that this problem does not have a polynomial	
time �� � ���	approximation algorithm unless P � NP� Since in general these values �� are
very small �around� say� ������ we neither mention them nor try to optimize them for the
Max SNP	hard scheduling problems in this paper�
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� Unrelated parallel machine scheduling

The unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem considered in this section is de
ned as fol	
lows� There are n independent jobs �� �� 	 	 	 � n that have to be scheduled on m machines
M��M�� 	 	 	 �Mm� Preemptions are not allowed� Every machine can only process one job at a
time and every job has to be processed on exactly one machine� If job j is scheduled on ma	
chine Mi� then the processing time required is pij � Every job j has a release date rj on which
it becomes available for processing� The objective is to minimize the total job completion
time� In the standard scheduling notation this problem is denoted by R j rj j

P
Cj� Note that

R j j
P
Cj � the closely related problem without job release dates� can be solved to optimality in

polynomial time by bipartite matching �see Horn ������ and Bruno� Co�man � Sethi ��������
We prove the non	approximability of R j rj j

P
Cj by presenting an L	reduction from a

Max SNP	hard �	dimensional matching problem to R j rj j
P
Cj� This L	reduction draws

some ideas from the gap reduction of Lenstra� Shmoys � Tardos ������ for R j jCmax� Consider
the following Maximum Bounded ��Dimensional Matching problem �Max��DM�B�� which has
been proven to be Max SNP	hard by Kann �������

MAXIMUM BOUNDED �	DIMENSIONAL MATCHING �Max��DM�B�

Input� Three sets A � fa�� a�� 	 	 	 � aqg� B � fb�� b�� 	 	 	 � bqg and C � fc�� c�� 	 	 	 � cqg� A subset
T of A� B � C of cardinality s� such that any element of A� B and C occurs in exactly one�
two� or three triples in T � Note that this implies that q � s � �q�
Goal� Find a subset T � of T of maximum cardinality such that no two triples of T � agree in
any coordinate�
Measure� The cardinality of T ��

The following simple observation will be useful�

Lemma ��� For any instance I of Max��DM�B� we have Opt�I� � �

�
s�

Proof� Select an arbitrary triple t from T � Remove t together with all triples that agree with
t in some coordinate from T � Repeat this process until T becomes empty� Since every element
occurs in at most � triples� at most � triples are removed from T in every step� Hence� there
are at least �

�
s steps and at least �

�
s selected triples� Since the selected triples do not agree in

any coordinate� they form a feasible �	dimensional matching�

Now let I � �q� T � be an instance of Max��DM�B� We construct an instance R�I� of
R j rj j

P
Cj with �q�s jobs and s�q machines� The 
rst s machines correspond to the triples

in T � and hence are called the triple machines� The remaining q machines are the dummy
machines� The �q � s jobs are divided into �q element jobs and into s dummy jobs � The �q
element jobs correspond to the elements of A� B� and C� and are called A	jobs� B	jobs� and
C	jobs� respectively�

Let Tl � �ai� bj� ck� be the lth triple in T � The processing times on the lth triple machine
are now de
ned as follows� The processing time of the three element jobs that correspond
to the elements ai� bj � and ck is �� whereas all the other element jobs have processing time
in
nity� The dummy jobs have processing time � on any triple machine and also on any dummy
machine� All A	jobs and B	jobs have processing time � on the dummy machines� and all C	jobs
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have in
nite processing time on the dummy machines� The release dates of all A	jobs and all
dummy jobs are �� all B	jobs have release date �� and all C	jobs have release date ��

In the following we are mainly interested in schedules of the following structure� Among
the triple machines� there are k machines that process the three element jobs that belong to
the triple corresponding to the machine �we call such machines good machines�� there are q�k
machines that process a dummy job together with a C	job� and there are s� q machines that
process a single dummy job� The q dummy machines are split into two groups� q � k of them
process an A	job and a B	job� and k of them process a single dummy job� An illustration for
schedules of this structure is given in Figure �� All jobs are scheduled as early as possible�
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Figure �� A schedule for R�I� with a special structure�

The cost Zk of a schedule 
 with the special structure described above only depends on the
number k of good machines� and it is equal to

Zk �
X

A�jobs a

Ca �
X

B�jobs b

Cb �
X

C�jobs c

Cc �
X

dummy jobs d

Cd

� q � �q � �k � ��q � k� � �s

� �q � k � �s	

Lemma ��� Let 
 be any feasible schedule for R�I� with k good machines� Then the objective
value of 
 is at least equal to Zk� and there exists a feasible schedule 
� satisfying the structure
described above with the same number k of good machines�
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Proof� We argue that the objective value of schedule 
 is at least Zk � then 
 can be replaced
by a schedule 
� with the desired structure� which is readily determined given the k good
machines� Note that a schedule in which every job starts at its release date has objective value
equal to �q��s� We prove that the extra cost caused by jobs that do not start at their release
date is at least q � k�

Let �A� �B � and �C be the number of A	jobs� B	jobs� and C	jobs� respectively� that do not
start at their release dates� Let �D� be the number of dummy jobs that start at time �� and
let �D

�
be the number of dummy jobs that start at or after time �� Finally� let k� and k� be

the number of machines that are idle during the time intervals ��� �� and ��� ��� respectively�
There are q � �C of the C	jobs whose processing starts at their release date� All these C	jobs
are processed on triple machines� and only k triple machines are good machines� Hence� the
remaining number of at least q��C �k machines that process such a C	job must be idle during
the time interval ��� ��� or during ��� ��� or during both intervals� This yields that

k� � k� � q � �C � k	 ���

The number of jobs that have release date zero equals the number of machines� Hence� the
processing of at least k� of the A	jobs and dummy jobs does not start at time zero� and we
conclude that �A � �D

�
� �D

�
� k�� Analogously at least k� of the B	jobs and dummy jobs are

not processed during the time interval ��� ��� and therefore �B � �D� � k� holds� Summarizing�
one gets that the additional cost caused by jobs in 
 that do not start at their release date is
at least

�A � �B � �C � �D� � ��D� � ��A � �D� � �D� � � ��B � �D� � � �C

� k� � k� � �C � q � �C � k � �C � q � k	

Hereby the proof of the lemma is complete�

Lemma ��� For any instance I of Max��DM�B� we have Opt�R�I�� � ��Opt�I�� Hence�
the polynomial�time transformation R ful�lls condition �	
 of De�nition ��	�

Proof� Let k � Opt�I�� Then the statement of Lemma ��� yields thatOpt�R�I�� � �q�k��s�
and Lemma ��� yields that k � �

�
s � �

�
q� Hence� Opt�R�I��� ��k � k � ��k � ��Opt�I��

Next� we de
ne a polynomial	time transformation S that maps feasible solutions of R�I�
to feasible solutions of I � Let 
 be a feasible schedule for R�I�� As described in the proof of
Lemma ���� we 
nd a corresponding schedule 
� for 
 that has the special structure� Then
the feasible solution S�
� for the instance I of Max��DM�B consists of the triples in T that
correspond to the good machines in 
��

Lemma ��� For any feasible schedule 
 of R�I�� the feasible solution S�
� of instance I
ful�lls the inequality jOpt�I� � c�S�
��j � jOpt�R�I��� c�
�j� Hence� the polynomial�time
transformation S ful�lls condition ��
 of De�nition ��	�

Proof� The statement of Lemma ��� implies that if there exists a schedule of cost �q��s�k�

for R�I�� then there exists a solution T � for I with cardinality jT �j � k�� Let k � Opt�I�� Then
jOpt�I�� c�S�
��j� k � k� and jOpt�R�I��� c�
�j � j�q � �s � k � ��q � �s� k��j�
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Summarizing� Lemma ��� and Lemma ��� state that the transformations R and S satisfy
both conditions in De
nition ���� and hence constitute a valid L	reduction� We formulate the
following theorem�

Theorem ��	 The scheduling problem R j rj j
P
Cj is Max SNP�hard and thus does not has

a PTAS� unless P � NP�

� Shop scheduling problems

The shop scheduling problems considered in this section are de
ned as follows� There are
n jobs �� �� 	 	 	 � n and m machines M��M�� 	 	 	 �Mm� Each job j consists of m operations
O�j� O�j� 	 	 	 � Omj� Operation Oij has to be processed on Mi for a period of pij units� No
machine may process more than one job at a time� and no two operations of the same job may
be processed at the same time� Preemption is not allowed�

There are three types of shop models� First� there is the open shop in which it is imma	
terial in what order the operations are executed� Secondly� there is the job shop in which the
processing order of the operations is prespeci
ed for each job� di�erent jobs may have di�erent
processing orders� Finally� there is the �ow shop� which is a special case of the job shop� here�
the prespeci
ed processing order is the same for all jobs� In the standard scheduling notation�
the open shop� job shop� and �ow shop with total job completion time objective are denoted
by O j j

P
Cj � J j j

P
Cj � and F j j

P
Cj� respectively�

In this section� we provide a proof for the following theorem�

Theorem ��� The scheduling problems O j j
P
Cj� J j j

P
Cj� and F j j

P
Cj are Max SNP�

hard� Unless P � NP� they do not have a PTAS�

Williamson et al� ������ show by a gap reduction from a variant of �	satis
ability that the
makespan minimization shop problems J j jCmax and F j jCmax cannot be approximated in
polynomial time within a factor better than ��� �unless P � NP�� In proving Theorem ����
we use an L	reduction that is based on this gap reduction� Our L	reduction is from the following
version Max��Sat�B of maximum �	satis
ability�

MAXIMUM BOUNDED �	SATISFIABILITY �Max��Sat�B�

Input� A set U � fx�� x�� 	 	 	 � xqg of variables and a collection C � fc�� c�� 	 	 	 � csg of clauses
over U � Each clause consists of exactly two �possibly identical� literals� Each variable occurs
either once or twice in negated form in C� and either once or twice in unnegated form in C�
Goal� Find a truth assignment for U such that a maximum number of clauses is satis
ed�
Measure� The number of satis
ed clauses�

Proposition ��� The above de�ned problem Max��Sat�B is Max SNP�hard�

Proof� Papadimitriou � Yannakakis ������ show that the following standard� version of
maximum �	satis
ability is Max SNP	hard� Each variable occurs in at most three clauses�
each clause contains either one literal or two distinct literals� all clauses are pairwise distinct
from each other� We show how to transform an instance I of the standard form into a �with
respect to approximation� equivalent instance of the desired form Max��Sat�B above�
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There are two situations possible in the standard form that are not allowed in our form�
The 
rst one is that the same literal occurs three times� the second is that a clause consists
of one literal only� The 
rst situation is easy� each occurrence of this literal is either negated
or unnegated� If we spot such a variable� then we simply make the literal TRUE and delete
it together with all clauses in which it occurs� Now consider the second situation� By ap	
propriately renaming the variables we may assume that in I every literal occurs at least as
often in unnegated as in negated form� If there is a clause that consists of x or �x only� then it
must occur in C in the following pattern �in these patterns� a and b stand for arbitrary� not
necessarily distinct literals� however� a and b both are distinct from x and x�� �i� �x�� �x� a��
�x� b�� �ii� �x�� �x�� �x� a�� �iii� �x�� �x� a�� �iv� �x�� �x�� �v� �x�� �x� a�� �vi� �x�� �x� a�� �x� b�� In
cases �i� through �iv�� we set x � TRUE and simplify the resulting formula� In case �v�� we
set x � FALSE and simplify the resulting formula� In case �vi�� we replace the clause �x� by
the new clause �x� x�� It can be veri
ed that in all cases �i� through �v�� the suggested truth
setting is the best one can do� Repeating these steps over and over again eventually yields a
formula of the form in Max��Sat�B�

In analogy to Lemma ���� we argue that for any instance I of Max��Sat�B� the optimum
value is bounded away from zero�

Lemma ��� For any instance I of Max��Sat�B� we have Opt�I� � �

�
s�

Proof� Consider the truth assignment that sets every variable to TRUE and the truth assign	
ment that sets every variable to FALSE� Every clause is satis
ed by at least one of these two
assignments�

In the following Subsection ���� we describe an L	reduction from Max��Sat�B to
F j j
P
Cj� This yields the non	approximability of problems F j j

P
Cj and J j j

P
Cj as stated

in Theorem ���� In Subsection ���� we modify the L	reduction slightly such that it yields the
non	approximability of O j j

P
Cj�

��� Flow shop scheduling

Let I � �U�C� with U � fx�� 	 	 	 � xqg and C � fc�� 	 	 	 � csg be an instance of Max��Sat�B�
We de
ne a �ow shop instance R�I� as follows�

In constructing this instance R�I�� we distinguish between the 
rst and the second un	
negated �respectively� negated� occurrence of each literal� For j � �� �� we refer to the jth
occurrence of the literal xi as xij � and to the jth occurrence of xi as xij � With each variable
xi we associate four corresponding so	called variable jobs � the two jobs xi� and xi� correspond
to the 
rst and second occurrence of literal xi� and the two jobs xi� and xi� correspond to
the 
rst and second occurrence of the literal xi� With each literal x 	 fxi�� xi�g that does
not occur in the formula� we further associate three so	called dummy jobs d��x�� d��x�� and
d��x�� The processing time of every operation is either � or �� Every variable job x has exactly
three operations with processing time � and m� � operations of processing time �� The three
length � operations are a beginning operation B�x�� a middle operation M�x� and an ending
operation E�x�� A dummy job di�x� only has a single operation Di�x� with processing time ��
and m� � operations of processing time �� There are four classes of machines�
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� For each variable xj � there are two assignment machines� the 
rst one processes the
operations B�xj�� and B�xj��� whereas the second one processes the operations B�xj��
and B�xj���

� For each variable xj � there are two consistency machines� the 
rst one processes the
operations M�xj�� and M�xj��� whereas the second one processes the operations M�xj��
and M�xj���

� For each clause a 
 b� there is a clause machine that processes E�a� and E�b��

� For each literal x 	 fxi�� xi�g that does not occur in the formula� there is a garbage
machine that processes the operation E�x� and the dummy operations D��x�� D��x��
and D��x��

The processing of every job 
rst goes through the assignment machines� then through the
consistency machines� then through the clause machines� and 
nally through the garbage ma	
chines� Since most operations have length �� the precise processing order within every machine
class is not essential� we only note that for every variable job� processing on the 
rst assign	
ment �
rst consistency� machine always precedes processing on the second assignment �second
consistency� machine�

B(x   )i 2B(x   )i 2
Assignment machines

Consistency machines

Clause machines

Garbage machines

B(x   )i 1 B(x   )i 1

B(x   )i 2

M(x   )i 1 M(x   )i 2

M(x   )i 2 M(x   )i 1

E(x) E(y)

E(u)

E(x)

1 2 3

D (x)
1

D (x)
2

D (x)
3

D (y) D (y) E(y) D (y)

E(v)

Figure �� A consistent schedule for the �ow shop instance�

Similarly as in Section �� we are mainly interested in schedules for R�I� with a special
combinatorial structure� In a so	called consistent schedule� for every variable x either both
operations B�xi�� and B�xi�� are processed in the interval ��� ��� or both operations B�xi�� and
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B�xi�� are processed during ��� ��� Moreover� in a consistent schedule the machines process
the operations of length � during the following intervals� The assignment machines are only
processing length � operations during ��� ��� and the consistency machines are only processing
such operations during ��� ��� On every clause machine� the operations of length � are either
processed during ��� �� and ��� �� or during ��� �� and ��� ��� On the garbage machines� all four
operations of length � are processed during ��� ��� there are no restrictions on the processing
order on the garbage machines� Figure � gives an illustration of a consistent schedule�

Lemma ��� Let 
 be any feasible schedule for R�I�� Then there exists a feasible consistent
schedule 
� whose objective value is at most the objective value of 
�

Proof� Let 
 be an arbitrary feasible schedule for R�I�� Throughout the proof� we only deal
with the placement of length � operations �as placing the length � operations is straightforward��
a machine is busy if it is processing a length � operation� Our 
rst goal is to transform 
 into
a schedule in which the assignment machines are only busy during ��� �� and the consistency
machines are only busy during ��� ��� We start by shifting all operations on the assignment and
consistency machines as far to the left as possible without violating feasibility� Clearly� in the
resulting schedule all operations on the assignment machines are processed during ��� ���

Now suppose that on some consistency machine some operation� say operation M�xi���
only completes at time four� Since all operations were shifted to the left� this yields that both
operations B�xi�� and B�xi�� are scheduled during the time interval ��� ��� Moreover� operations
B�xi�� and B�xi�� are both processed during ��� ��� We proceed as follows� If operation M�xi��
is processed before M�xi��� then we switch the order of the operations B�xi�� and B�xi��
on their assignment machine� Moreover� we reschedule operation M�xi�� during ��� �� and
operation M�xi�� during ��� ��� If operation M�xi�� is processed after M�xi��� then we perform
a symmetric switching and rescheduling step� Note that after these switches� the schedule is
still feasible and that on the consistency machines no operation has been shifted to the right�

By performing such switches� we eventually get a schedule in which all assignment machines
are busy during ��� �� and all consistency machines are busy during ��� ��� Finally� by shifting
all operations on the clause and garbage machines as far to the left as possible� we obtain a
schedule 
�� It is routine to check that in schedule 
� every clause machine is either busy during
��� �� or during ��� ��� and every garbage machine is busy during ��� ��� Since in schedule 
� no
job 
nishes later than in schedule 
� the objective value has not been increased�

It remains to be proven that the constructed schedule 
� indeed is a consistent schedule�
i�e�� to prove that for every variable xi� the operations B�xi�� and B�xi�� are processed simul	
taneously� First� assume that operation B�xi�� starts at time �� This implies that B�xi�� is
processed during ��� ��� and that M�xi�� is processed during ��� ��� This in turn implies that
M�xi�� starts at time �� and thus B�xi�� is processed during ��� ��� and we are done� In case
operation B�xi�� starts at time �� a symmetric argument works�

Next� we de
ne a polynomial	time transformation S that maps feasible solutions of R�I�
to feasible solutions of the Max��Sat�B instance I � Let 
 be a feasible schedule for R�I�� As
described in the proof of Lemma ���� we 
nd a corresponding consistent schedule 
�� We de
ne
the truth setting S�
� for I as follows� If in 
� operations B�xi�� and B�xi�� are processed
during ��� ��� then variable xi is set to TRUE� and if B�xi�� and B�xi�� are processed during
��� ��� then xi is set to FALSE�
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It can be veri
ed that if a clause is satis
ed under the truth setting S�
�� then the length �
operations on the corresponding clause machine are processed during ��� �� and ��� ��� Con	
versely if a clause is not satis
ed� then these operations occupy the intervals ��� �� and ��� ���

Lemma ��	 For any instance I of Max��Sat�B� we have Opt�R�I�� � ��Opt�I�� Hence�
the polynomial�time transformation R ful�lls condition �	
 of De�nition ��	�

Proof� There are s clause machines and at most �q garbage machines� Since the total com	
pletion time of two jobs on the same clause machine is at most �� � � �� the total completion
time of the variable jobs that have non	zero processing requirement on some clause machine
is at most �s� Moreover� the total completion time of the remaining jobs �i�e�� the jobs with
non	zero processing time on some garbage machine� is at most �� � �� �� ���q � ��s� Hence
Opt�R�I�� � ��s� and Lemma ��� completes the proof�

Lemma ��
 For any feasible schedule 
 of R�I�� the feasible solution S�
� of instance I
ful�lls the inequality jOpt�I� � c�S�
��j � �

�
jOpt�R�I��� c�
�j� Hence� the polynomial�time

transformation S ful�lls condition ��
 of De�nition ��	�

Proof� As has been argued before� the length � operations on a clause machine have completion
times � and �� if the corresponding clause is satis
ed� and they have completion times � and
�� if the clause is not satis
ed� In other words� every unsatis
ed clause induces an extra cost
of � in the objective function� The claim follows�

Lemma ��� and ��� state that the transformations R and S satisfy the conditions in De
ni	
tion ���� Since both transformations are computable in polynomial time� the problem F j j

P
Cj

is Max SNP	hard� This completes the proof of the �ow shop and of the job shop part of The	
orem ����

��� Open shop scheduling

In this subsection� we construct an L	reduction for the open shop problem O j j
P
Cj � Since

this L	reduction is very similar to that one constructed for the �ow shop in the preceding
section� we only brie�y sketch the arguments�

The essential di�erence between the �ow shop problem and the open shop problem is that
the order in which the operations belonging to the same job are processed is no longer given�
therefore� we must look for a di�erent way to enforce that the beginning operation indeed
precedes the middle operation� which in turn must precede the ending operation� To this
end� we introduce a number of additional jobs� which are used to 
ll the interval ��� �� on the
consistency machines and the interval ��� �� on the clause machines� these additional jobs can
be forced to go there� because our objective is to minimize the total completion time� which
favors small jobs� We further need some more jobs� which are used to remove unnecessary idle
time� This can be worked out as follows�

Similarly as in Subsection ��� we start from an instance I � �U�C� of Max��Sat�B�
We introduce the same set of variable jobs� dummy jobs� assignment machines� consistency
machines� clause machines� and garbage machines� Additionally� the instance R�I� contains
��q � �s so	called structure jobs� Every structure job consists of m� � operations of length �
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and of a single operation of non	zero length� this operation is called the structure operation
corresponding to the structure job�

� On each of the �q assignment machines� we introduce 
ve structure operations of length ��
Because of their large processing time� any reasonable schedule processes them during
the interval ��� ����

� On each of the �q consistency machines� we introduce three structure operations of length
�

�
and 
ve structure operations of length �� Any reasonable schedule processes the oper	

ations of length �

�
during ��� �� and the operations of length � during ��� ����

� On each of the s clause machines� we introduce six structure operations of length �

�
� Any

reasonable schedule processes them during ��� ���

It can be shown that for any feasible schedule for R�I�� there exists a reasonable consistent
schedule with non	larger objective value� With this� one can de
ne a truth setting S�
� like in
Subsection ���� Again� the constructed transformations are polynomial time computable and
ful
ll the conditions in De
nition ���� Hence� problem O j j

P
Cj is Max SNP	hard� This

completes the proof of Theorem ����

� Scheduling problems with precedence constraints

In this section we deal with several precedence constrained scheduling problems� There are
n jobs �� �� 	 	 	 � n that have to be scheduled on m machines M��M�� 	 	 	 �Mm� All jobs have
unit	processing times� Preemption is not allowed� Every machine can only process one job at a
time and every job has to be processed on exactly one machine� There is a precedence relation
on the job set� which is represented by an acyclic directed graph G with the jobs as vertices�
An arc j � k from job j to job k in G means that job k needs data from job j� In this case� job
k cannot be started before job j has been completed� The objective is to minimize the total
job completion time� This completes the description of the problem P j prec� pj � � j

P
Cj �

Observation 	�� Unless P � NP� the problem P j prec� pj � � j
P
Cj does not have a

polynomial�time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee strictly less than ����

Proof� Lenstra � Rinnooy Kan ������ provide a polynomial	time transformation� Given an
instance of the NP	hard problem CLIQUE �for a de
nition of this problem� see e�g� Garey
� Johnson �������� this transformation computes a set of m machines and �m precedence
constrained jobs with unit processing times� In case the CLIQUE instance has answer YES�
the constructed scheduling instance has a schedule where all �m jobs are processed during the
time interval ��� ��� In case the CLIQUE instance has answer NO� in every feasible schedule for
the constructed instance at least one job completes at time � or later�

We add to the �m jobs in the Lenstra � Rinnooy Kan instance a set of �m new jobs� In the
precedence relation� every new job is a successor of every old job� no other arcs are added to the
precedence relation� Denote the resulting instance by I� and observe the following� In case the
original CLIQUE instance has answer YES� then instance I� has a feasible schedule with total
job completion time ��m� In case the original CLIQUE instance has answer NO� then every
feasible schedule for instance I� has total job completion time of at least �m � � for the old
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jobs and total jobs completion time of at least ��m for the new jobs� Hence� a polynomial	time
approximation algorithm for P j prec� pj � � j

P
Cj with performance guarantee strictly less

than ��� could be used to distinguish in polynomial time the YES	instances of CLIQUE from
the NO	instances�

We also note that the more general problem P j prec j
P
Cj �where the jobs may have

arbitrary processing times� cannot be approximated in polynomial time with a performance
guarantee better than ���� Instead of adding �m new jobs of length � to the Lenstra � Rinnooy
Kan instance as we did in the proof of Observation ���� we now add a huge number� e�g� ���m�

of new jobs of processing time �� The claim follows�
In scheduling with unit communication delays �denoted by an entry c � � in the second 
eld

of the scheduling notation�� the data transmission times between the precedence constrained
jobs are not negligible� In this case� an arc j � k means that if job j and job k are processed
on di�erent machines� then the processing of k cannot start earlier than one time unit after the
completion time of j� If j and k are processed on the same machine� then k cannot start before j
has been completed� We consider two basic variants of scheduling with communication delays�
P j prec� c � �� pj � � j

P
Cj where the number of machines is restrictively small and given

as part of the input� and P�j prec� c � �� pj � � j
P
Cj where the number of used machines

may be chosen by the scheduler� By slightly changing an argument of Hoogeveen� Lenstra �
Veltman ������ � pretty much the same way as we changed the argument of Lenstra � Rinnooy
Kan ������ in the proof of Observation ��� � we get the following result� The straightforward
proof is omitted�

Observation 	�� Unless P � NP� the problem P j prec� c � �� pj � � j
P
Cj does not have a

polynomial�time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee strictly less than ������
and the problem P�j prec� c � �� pj � � j

P
Cj does not have a polynomial�time approximation

algorithm with performance guarantee strictly less than ����

� Conclusions

In this paper� we have derived a number of non	approximability results for scheduling prob	
lems with total job completion time objective� The approximability status of most scheduling
problems with this objective function or its weighted counterpart remains amazingly unclear�
until today� all that we know is that some of these problems can be solved in polynomial time
by straightforward algorithms �like the problems � j j

P
wjCj and P j j

P
Cj� and that some

of these problems do not have a PTAS �like the problems investigated in this paper�� However�
there is not a single strongly NP	hard scheduling problem with minsum objective for which a
PTAS has been constructed� We state the following conjectures�

Conjecture 
�� The problems � j rj j
P
Cj �scheduling a single machine with job release dates


and P j j
P
wjCj �scheduling parallel identical machines with the objective of minimizing the

total weighted job completion time
 both do have a PTAS�

Conjecture 
�� Neither of the problems P j rj j
P
Cj �scheduling parallel identical machines

with job release dates
 and � j prec j
P
Cj �scheduling a single machine with precedence con�

straints
 has a PTAS�
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Finally� we mention that the results of Phillips� Stein � Wein ������ triggered a �ood of positive
approximation results �i�e�� polynomial	time approximation algorithms with small performance
guarantees� for all kinds of scheduling problems with total job completion time objective� These
results are all based on rounding and or transforming and or manipulating the solutions of
preemptive relaxations or linear programming relaxations of integer programming formulations�
Due to the integrality gap� these approaches can never yield a PTAS� and hence will not lead
to solutions of the above conjectures�
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